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1.

Introduction

Stantec has been commissioned by Kainga Ora to examine and describe the transportation effects of a
proposed redevelopment of an existing 1960’s housing area, at 619-631 Evans Bay Parade, near central
Kilbirnie, to provide for a purpose-built, modern, higher density housing development.
The site is located on the edge of the Kilbirnie town centre and immediately adjacent to its associated
amenities and public transport hub. The development land is zoned ‘Medium Density Residential Area’
within the provisions of the Wellington City District Plan (District Plan), and therefore anticipates a more
comprehensive form of development, in line with the development proposal sought here.
This transportation assessment describes and evaluates the transport related features of the proposed
development, in particular the proposed parking arrangements, and has been prepared with due regard
to the policies and standards of the District Plan and other relevant documents. The key traffic effects of
this development proposal are addressed in turn in this report, and include:
•

the site’s proximity to the Kilbirnie town centre and amenity afforded to it from the high-quality
pedestrian network and public transport services;

•

the level of parking demand the development will likely generate with regard to the proposed on-site
parking provision;

•

existing utilisation of on-street car parks nearby, and the impact of development site related demand
on this kerbside parking amenity;

•

whether the servicing requirements generated at the site can be achieved in a safe and efficient
manner; and

•

the compliance of the development with regard to the applicable traffic and transport-related
provisions of the District Plan.

By way of summary, it is assessed the proposal to redevelop the current aging housing resource at the site,
to provide a new affordable housing precinct with on-site community spaces and gardens, as well as
dedicated residents parking, can be safely and appropriately accommodated from a transport
perspective.
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2.

Existing Transport Network

2.1

Site Location

The site is located on the northern edge of the Kilbirnie town centre, directly adjacent to the newly
redeveloped Kilbirnie bus hub.
Figure 2-1 shows the extent of the development area considered under this proposal, highlighted in blue.

Figure 2-1: Aerial Photograph of Site (Source Emap)
Land use in the vicinity of the site comprises a mixture of predominantly residential to the north and east
and commercial / retail to the south and west, being characteristic of the town centre fringe location. Just
north of the site is the Wellington City Council’s Kotuku Apartments, which underwent extensive upgrading
in 2016 and provides around 70 ‘city housing’ residential units within 4 x four-storey blocks, sited between
Evans Bay Parade and Kemp Street.

2.2

Site Description

The development site encompasses 619 to 631 Evans Bay Parade, and currently accommodates 20
residential housing units that were constructed around 1960. These homes currently require extensive
remediation works, which has been a significant factor in the decision to redevelop the site afresh.
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2.3

Road Network

Figure 2-2 shows the location of the site in the context of the surrounding road hierarchy, as defined by the
District Plan.

Figure 2-2: District Plan Road Hierarchy
As shown, the site is well located in terms of access to the primary road network, providing convenient
connectivity to the key transport routes through the eastern suburbs as well as to/from Wellington City.

2.3.1

Evans Bay Parade

Evans Bay Parade, which has a generally north-south alignment adjacent to the site, is classified as
Principal Road within the District Plan’s network hierarchy and as such has the function of providing for
through traffic movements and serving as a link to/from the SH1 arterial route, to the north.
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Evans Bay Parade in the vicinity of the site to the north is a two-lane road with a single traffic lane in each
direction, a painted central median, and provides all day kerbside parking on either side of the
carriageway. To the west of the site, Evans Bay Parade intersects with Kilbirnie Crescent and Bay Road via
a signalised four-way intersection.
Evans Bay Parade affords a high level of pedestrian amenity in the form of generous footpaths on either
side of the road, along with provision for pedestrians to cross the carriageway under signal control on all
four approaches to the Kilbirnie Crescent / Bay Road intersection.
A new two-way off-road bike path on the eastern side of Evans Bay Parade, alongside the dedicated
pedestrian path, accommodates cyclists riding between the Kilbirnie town centre and the waterfront
cycle routes to the north, noting the current Akau Tangi/Evans Bay – Tahitai path improvements will
effectively provide a continuous shared path route between the site and Wellington City.
An example of the road and pedestrian/cycle environment is provided in the photograph shown in Figure
2-3 below, taken to the immediate north of the site.

Figure 2-3: Evans Bay Parade – looking south (opposite the Kilbirnie Rec Centre)
Approximately 40m north of the Kilbirnie Crescent intersection, Evans Bay Parade connects with a slip lane
that fronts onto (and provides access to) the development site.
2.3.1.1

Evans Bay Parade - Slip Lane

The Evans Bay Parade ‘slip lane’ accommodates one-way (southbound) traffic flow past the site, before
reconnecting with the southern portion of Evans Bay Parade. Its predominant function is to provide access
to properties fronting the street (i.e. the development site).
A drop kerb arrangement allows for left and right turning traffic to enter the slip lane off Evans Bay Parade,
as shown within the detail of Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4: Entry to Evans Bay Parade ‘Slip Lane’ off Evans Bay Parade (looking south)
A total of 13 on-street parking spaces are provided on the western side of the slip lane carriageway, whilst
broken yellow no stopping lines extend along the eastern side of the carriageway along the full length of
the development site frontage.
A pedestrian footpath is provided along the full length of the site frontage, whilst a raised table near the
south end of the slip lane provides for pedestrians to cross the carriageway and access the new bus hub
(southbound stop), or access the pedestrian crossing facilities at the adjacent signalised intersection with
Kilbirnie Crescent. The photograph included at Figure 2-5 illustrates these arrangements.

Figure 2-5: Evans Bay Parade ‘Slip Lane’ (looking west) adjacent to the Site Frontage
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As shown by the carriageway marking in the photograph above, cyclists travelling east between the Evans
Bay Parade and the Rongotai Road cycleways, share the slip lane carriageway.

2.3.2

Kilbirnie Crescent

To the west of the site, Kilbirnie Crescent is classified as a Collector Road and as such has the function of
distributing traffic between and within local areas. The two-lane road includes kerbside parallel parking on
both sides of the street, comprising predominantly all-day parks with some time restricted spaces located
outside of the library. Pedestrian footpaths are provided on each side of the carriageway along the full
length of the street.

2.3.3

Rongotai Road

To the east of the site Evans Bay Parade connects with Rongotai Road, which is classified as a Principal
Street and has the primary purpose of carrying through traffic and accommodating the major public
transport routes. Rongotai Road extends eastwards as a two-lane road separated by a wide planted
median. Footpaths and kerbside parallel parking are provided on either side of the street.

2.4

Site Access

A total of eight established vehicle crossings currently serve the development site. Of these, six provide
access to individual dwellings and carports whilst two main site driveways, located at either end of the
street frontage, provide access to the two carparks at the rear of the site.
The northern main access driveway which connects off the Evans Bay Parade slip lane, is formed to around
a 3.5m width between the street and the carpark, which includes 10 parking spaces. In practice the
driveway operates as one-way, with inbound and outbound vehicles giving way to each other at each
end of the driveway as required, noting that the number of movements on the driveway (and therefore
the probability of vehicles needing to yield) is very low. The existing sightlines for vehicles exiting the site are
illustrated in the photographs below.

Figure 2-6: Main Northern Driveway – view east

Figure 2-7: Main Northern Driveway – view west

In an equivalent manner to the main northern accessway, the main southern driveway operates as oneway within a formed width (between the street and the carpark) of approximately 2.5m, and provides
access to 8 on-site parks. A low concrete block wall around 900mm in height forms the boundary at the
neighbouring property to the south, and enables vehicles exiting the site inter-visibility of any pedestrians
on the adjacent footpath. These current arrangements are illustrated in the photographs in Figure 2-8 and
Figure 2-9, below.
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Figure 2-8: Main Southern Driveway – view east

2.5

Figure 2-9: Main Southern Driveway – view west

Existing Traffic Volumes

The most recently available traffic count information has been obtained from Council for the streets
immediately adjacent to the site, which is summarised in Table 2-1 below.
Table 2-1: Existing Daily Traffic Volumes
Road
Evans Bay Parade
(btwn Kemp St and Kilbirnie Cres)
Evans Bay Parade ‘Slip Lane’
Evans Bay Parade – Southbound traffic
(btwn Bay Road and Rongotai Road)

Vehicles per
Day
7,800
450
7,300

As shown, traffic volumes using the Evans Bay Parade slip lane are not large and serve to illustrate that it is
not used as a rat-run.

2.6

Sustainable Transport Modes

2.6.1

Pedestrians

As described earlier, and given the site’s proximity to the Kilbirnie town centre, the existing pedestrian
amenity is well established and to a high standard, with street lit footpaths provided on either side of the
surrounding roads along with formal provision for priority and signal controlled pedestrian crossings of the
local carriageways to access the adjacent bus hub, community facilities to the west, and town centre to
the south.
This well-established pedestrian environment will help to support walking trips between the site and the
nearby facilities, serving to reduce reliance on private car travel. By way of further demonstrating this, walk
times between the site and a number of key locations are provided below in Table 2-2, assuming a typical
conservative walking speed 1 of 1.2 metres per second.

1

As identified in the NZ Transport Agency ‘Principles of Pedestrian Network Planning’, with regard to walking speeds for
the aged and those with mobility impairments.
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Table 2-2: Walk Times from Site
Destination

Walk Time 2

Bus Stops

1-2 mins

Library / Rec Centre

3 mins

Local Shops

3½ mins

Pak n save Supermarket

4 mins

Kilbirnie Swimming Pool

4½ mins

Countdown Supermarket

5 mins

As shown, the site’s location affords it a good level of ‘walkability’ for access to public transport nodes,
local shops / supermarkets, and civic amenities.

2.6.2

Cyclists

The local cycling network is also well established, with formal on-street and off-road cycle paths providing
connection between the site and the waterfront to the north (via Evans Bay Parade cycleway), and the
wider eastern suburbs cycle network to the east (via the Rongotai Road cycle lane).

2.6.3

Public Transport

The newly completed Kilbirnie bus hub, located immediately adjacent to the site, provides access to
services running between the eastern suburbs, Wellington Hospital, the City, and beyond. These stops are
served by the key bus routes of #2 (Karori – Wellington – Seatoun), #3 (Lyall Bay – Kilbirnie – Newtown –
Wellington), #12 (Strathmore Park – Kilbirnie – Newtown), and a number of other routes which together
offer a combined 20 or so services an hour during the peaks, in either direction.
As demonstrated, the site is very accessible with regard to sustainable travel modes, with frequent bus
services and convenient well-established walking access to the Kilbirnie town centre amenities, providing
feasible and attractive alternatives to private vehicle trips.

2.7

Road Safety

For the purpose of reviewing the road safety in the proximity of the site, an examination of the Waka Kotahi
NZ Transport Agency’s national Crash Analysis database (“CAS”) for the locality, including Evans Bay
Parade and its associated intersections with Kilbirnie Crescent and Rongotai Road, and the full length of
the slip lane, has been obtained for the most recent five-year period (2016-2020) usually adopted for such
safety reviews.
The search revealed a total of seven crashes have been reported in the last five years, as summarised in
Table 2-3.
Table 2-3: Crash Summary

2

Crash ID

Date/Time

Description

Causal Factors

201632717

Mon 1 Feb 2016
11;50am

Northbound car on Evans Bay
Parade collided with vehicle
manoeuvring out of the
bowling club carpark
driveway (70m south of Kemp
Street).

•

201896258

Tue 18 Dec 2018
5:00am

Southbound vehicle on Evans
Bay Parade (45m south of
Kemp Street) collided with
vehicle parked at the
kerbside.

201981462

24 Sept 2019
1:50am

Car travelling west from Evans
Bay Parade onto Kilbirnie
Crescent lost control and
collided with a fence.

Severity

Did not check/notice
another party
Failed to give way to
priority traffic.

Non-injury

•

Vehicle unattended
at the time of
collision, driver
reported accident on
returning to vehicle.

Non-injury

•

Lost control under
acceleration
Heavy rain.

Non-injury

•

•

Allowance has been made for delays associated with using the signalised crossing phases at local intersections
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Crash ID

Date/Time

Description

Causal Factors

201986845

Thur 5 Dec 2019
10:13am

Bus travelling westbound on
Evans Bay Parade lost control
turning left into Bay Road, and
collided with construction
fence.

•

Bus too far left.

Severity
Non-injury

2020146391

Mon 10 Feb 2020
9.10pm

Vehicle turning right from
Evans Bay Parade into
Rongotai Road failed to give
way to through traffic and
collided with southbound
vehicle.

•

Failed to give way to
priority traffic.

Non-injury

2020154307

Fri 5 Jun 2020
5:32am

Northbound bus on Evans Bay
Parade lost control turning
right, collided with traffic
signal pole.

•

Bus swung wide at
intersection

Non-injury

2020160033

Sun 2 Aug 2020

Southbound car on Evans Bay
Parade collided with rear end
of vehicle in front slowed for
signals.

•

Wrong pedal / foot
slipped

Non-injury

With an average of one to two accidents per year on the local network in the vicinity of the site, and with
all these crashes being damage only (i.e. non-injury), there is no indication of any fundamental road safety
issues nearby or that Council is giving attention to. None of these accidents occurred at the site’s existing
vehicle driveways, or at the entry/exit to the Evans Bay Parade slip lane.
Overall, and from the analysis above, there is nothing to suggest from these records that there are existing
safety concerns that require attention in respect of the current proposal.
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3.

Proposed Development

3.1

Existing Activity

The proposal site is a large flat section encompassing approximately 5,000m², which was established back
in the 1960’s as an affordable housing area accommodating a total of 20 x 3-bedroom dwellings. With the
current units now around 60 years old, significant remedial work is required to bring them up to date.
The site currently includes two carparks providing a combined total of 18 parks, which are accessed via
separate driveways at the northern and southern ends of the site. In addition, further individual vehicle
crossings provided along the site frontage provide access to a mixture of carports and driveways.

3.2

Proposed Development

It is proposed that the site will be cleared of all existing buildings, in order to enable development of the
new residential apartment buildings and ancillary community spaces. The development plans provide for:
•

a total of 80 new residential dwellings, comprising:
○

36 x 1-bed units;

○

40 x 2-bed units;

○

4 x 4-bed units.

•

a community facility building, to serve the residents; and

•

two on-site carparks providing a total of 31 parking spaces (including a provision of 6 accessible
spaces).

The proposed site access arrangements retain the established northern and southern single width vehicle
driveways. The remaining six existing vehicle crossings serving the balance of the site will be closed and the
kerbline reinstated, providing improved pedestrian and cycle amenity along the site frontage.
The proposed on-site parking provision is expected to accommodate the overall resident demand. An onstreet parking occupancy survey has been undertaken within the nearby streets to establish the quantum
of any residual capacity, to demonstrate its ability to accommodate associated visitor related demand.
The access and on-site parking arrangements have been designed with due consideration to the industry
standards set out in the AS/NZS2890.1:2004 ‘Parking Facilities - Off-street Parking’ (“AS/NZS2890.1”), as
described later in this report.
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4.

District Plan Assessment

The proposal site is zoned ‘Medium Density Residential Area’ within the provisions of the District Plan, and
as such apartment developments are well anticipated. Assessment against the relevant parking and
access rules and standards is set out in Table 4-1, below.
Table 4-1: Assessment against the District Plan Provisions
Rule /
Standard

Requirement

5.6.1.3

Vehicle Parking

Compliance

All parking must be provided and maintained in
accordance with Section 1, 2 and 5 of the joint
Australian and New Zealand standard 2890.1-2004
Parking Facilities Part 1 – Off-street Carparking.

Complies.
The development plans show the
parking space dimensions and
manoeuvring aisles satisfy the
minimum standards set out in
Appendix 2.

5.6.1.4

Site Access

5.6.1.4.2

Sites with two or more frontages may have one
vehicle crossing per frontage.

Complies
The development site has frontage
to two sections of Evans Bay Parade.

5.6.1.4.5

No vehicle access is permitted to a site across any
restricted road frontage.

Complies.
Evans Bay Parade is not identified as
a restricted road frontage.

5.6.1.4.6

Site access for vehicles must be formalised by a
legal right of way instrument where not directly
provided from a public road, and must be
provided and maintained in accordance with
Section 3 of the joint Australian and New Zealand
Standard 2890.1-2004, Parking Facilities, Part I: OffStreet Car Parking.

Complies.
Ownership of the site is retained by
Kainga Ora, so no right of way is
required.

5.6.1.4.7

The maximum width of any vehicle access is:

Complies.
The proposed two site driveways are
less then 6m in width at the
boundary.

•

in Medium Density Residential Areas: 6 metres
for sites containing 7 or more units.

As shown, the proposal satisfies each of the transport related Permitted Activity standards of the District
Plan. Further to the applicable transport Rules described in Table 4-1 it is also pertinent to consider the
relevant Objectives and Policies, as set out below.
Chapter 4 ‘Residential Area’ Objectives and Policies – Access
Policy 4.2.12.1: Seek to improve access for all people, particularly people travelling by public transport,
cycle or foot, and for people with mobility restrictions.
○

Good access for all modes of movement is an important element of a sustainable city.

As described earlier at Section 2.6, the development site is conveniently located immediately adjacent to
a public transport hub and within a short walk of a broad range of amenities on offer within the Kilbirnie
town centre, providing residents with easy access to key services and shops without the need to use
private vehicles. For those residents who do have a car and have limited mobility, the redeveloped site
provides a higher than standard rate of accessible car parks.
Policy 4.2.12.4: Require appropriate parking, loading and site access for activities in Residential Areas
○

Whether the use will not generate the demand for the required parking.

As part of this study, a detailed assessment of the expected parking demand has been undertaken (as
described at Chapter 6) using vehicle ownership rates for similar density Kainga Ora / Housing New
Zealand sites around Wellington. This shows much lower parking demand than that associated with more
typical detached residential dwellings found in suburban environs, for the following reasons:
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•

the proximity of the site to Kilbirnie town centre will support a higher number of walking trips to and
from local services and amenities;

•

excellent access to a high frequency bus service will diminish reliance on private vehicle transport;

•

the development will cater for a reasonable proportion of older/elderly tenants, who are less mobile
and therefore less likely to own a vehicle and will specifically be attracted to the site because of its
proximity to public transport and Kilbirnie’s town centre activities; and

•

peak parking demand generated at the site will generally occur during the evening/overnight, and will
therefore occur outside of the daytime demands associated with people visiting the town centre.

Accordingly, the assessed parking demands, based on like housing developments around Wellington, are
considerably less than the 1 space per dwelling historically applied to detached suburban residential
dwellings.
○

Whether the required on-site (including visitor) parking can instead be easily accommodated on
nearby streets without causing congestion or danger

As part of this transportation assessment, comprehensive on-street parking surveys have been undertaken
(in line with the Council’s practice guidelines for such surveys) and identify there is sufficient residual
capacity available to accommodate the small level of external demand that may be generated by the
development.
○

Whether the site can be adequately serviced using public transport or other modes of transport.

As described in Chapter 2, the site has excellent connection to public transport routes, with the newly
redeveloped Kilbirnie bus hub located immediately adjacent to the site.
Overall, the proposed development is considered to align well with the policies associated with the
transportation criteria of the District Plan. Assessment of the site’s car parking related demand is provided
in detail at Chapter 6.
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5.

Access

5.1

Proposed Site Driveway Arrangements

As described earlier, the proposal plans retain the two main access driveways at the site’s northern and
southern ends. The remaining six vehicle crossings along the balance of the site frontage will be removed,
and the kerb reinstated. Accordingly, it is considered the proposed arrangements achieve some notable
benefit over and above the existing situation by improving pedestrian amenity adjacent to the site.
Sightlines along Evans Bay Parade and its associated slip lane at the two driveways which are to be
retained are good, and afford vehicles exiting the site a clear view of approaching traffic flows, as
indicated by the absence of any historic crashes at these established driveways. With ample space within
the carparks for vehicles to turn on-site, there will be no requirement for vehicles to reverse to or from the
street.
As proposed, the northern access driveway has a 6m wide crossing at the boundary, whilst the southern
driveway measures some 5m at the boundary, ensuring each comply with the 6m maximum set out in the
District Plan for residential accessways. Each of the driveways extend around 25m from the road boundary
to the carpark, and are approximately 3-3.5m wide, meaning they will operate as a single lane one-way
flow, as in the existing situation. Detailed analysis of the site driveways operation with respect to the
probability of opposing vehicles arriving at the same time, is provided below, and shows such events will
be infrequent.
Pedestrian visibility splays for vehicles exiting private driveways are identified in AS/NZS 2890.1 at Figure 3.3,
as requiring a minimum 2m clear area either side of the driveway, at a distance of 2.5m back from the
property boundary. Compliance of the driveways design with respect to this pedestrian visibility splay is
illustrated within the detail of the first plan provided in Appendix A, affording some improvements from the
existing situation which lacks splays. The sightline at the southern driveway extends over an existing 900mm
concrete wall on the neighbour’s boundary, in an equivalent manner to what exists at present, and which
has operated without issue to date (as illustrated earlier at section 2.7). Appropriate surface treatments will
be used at the boundary, so as to manage vehicle speeds within the site as well as prompt exiting drivers
of the potential presence of pedestrians using the footpaths on the frontage street.

5.2

One-way Driveway Operation

As described above, the two proposed site driveways will operate as one-way for the short section
between the street and the carparks at the rear of the site (in an equivalent practice to that which has
occurred at these two driveways to date), thereby requiring vehicles on occasion to give-way to oncoming traffic. In order to determine the frequency of such events, a probability assessment has been
undertaken to quantify the number of occasions that opposing vehicles will meet.
This analysis uses a Poisson distribution test 3 to determine the probability of two independent events
occurring simultaneously, i.e. the probability of a vehicle arriving at the site driveways when an opposing
vehicle is already travelling along it. The calculation is based on an arrival rate of vehicles (based on the
directional volumes) in relation to the length of time that a vehicle would take to negotiate the one-lane
section (based on operating speed and the length of the one-lane carriageway). The following
assumptions have therefore been adopted for the purposes of the analysis:
•

one-lane section of driveway = 25m;

•

assumed operating speed = 5km/h;

•

peak hour movements on the driveway; and

•

peak hour directional split for residential activity (inbound/outbound) = Weekday 25%/75% AM;
60%/40% PM; Saturday 50%/50%.

With regard to peak hour movements, the industry standard NZ Transport Agency ‘Research Report 453 Trips and Parking Related to Land Use, 2011’ (RR453) indicates daily trip generation rates for dwelling
houses at 11 vehicles per day (vpd), with associated peak hour flows of some 1.2 vehicles per hour (vph).
However, it notes that such rates are typically based on new subdivision developments which do not have
ready access to established public transport routes. By comparison, RR453 provides rates for centrally
3

Adopting 𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥) =

Board)

𝑒𝑒 −𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 (𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡)𝑥𝑥
𝑥𝑥!

, along with research included in ‘Delays and conflicts at one Lane Bridges’ (National Roads
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located residential apartments at 6.8vpd, whilst retirement units typically generate much smaller demands
at around 2.6vpd per unit, with associated peak hour rates for each of these respective residential
activities in the order of 0.3vph. In order to take account of the anticipated mix of retirees and younger
tenants, and noting vehicle movements associated with retirees would not typically coincide with the AM
and PM ‘commuter peaks’, an average of these three trip rates (i.e. 0.6vph) has been used to inform the
driveway analysis below.
Using the traffic flow volumes and other assumptions set out above, the results of the analysis show that for
the southern carpark (which accommodates slightly more parking spaces and therefore represents the
worst case between the two on-site parking areas), during the busiest peak period (the PM peak) an
individual driver would typically meet an opposing vehicle at the driveway approximately once every 30
trips. In such cases, vehicles would incur a small delay in waiting for the opposing vehicle to clear the onelane section. In this regard, it is noted that the presence of broken yellow no stopping lines along the
length of the site frontage will ensure that on such infrequent occasions that a vehicle arrives at the site
whilst another is exiting, there is sufficient width for this vehicle to wait without obstructing other traffic on
the slip lane or street.
As shown, the probability of two opposing vehicles meeting on the one-lane section of either driveway
during the peak hours is small, and even smaller outside of these peaks.

5.3

Pedestrian Access

It is proposed that each of the apartment buildings will have direct pedestrian access from the street, as
well as internal connections within the site itself. These internal pedestrian routes will similarly provide
connections through to the community facilities building, communal garden area, and the two on-site
carparks.
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6.

Parking

To address the District Plan Policy 4.2.12.4 around site parking within Residential Areas identified earlier in
Chapter 4, a full assessment of the forecast parking demand generated by the proposal has been
undertaken, in relation to the amount of parking provided at the site, along with a detailed parking survey
of the surrounding streets to demonstrate current occupancy levels and identify available capacity.

6.1

Proposed Parking Provision

The proposal plans included at Appendix A show the development is supported by a total of 31 on-site
parking spaces, shared across the two carparks. In acknowledgement of the less mobile demographic to
be accommodated at the site, six of these parks will be marked as accessible spaces.

6.2

District Plan Requirement

It is noted that under the recent National Policy Statement (NPS), Councils are required to remove district
plan rules, assessment criteria, policies and objectives that have the effect of setting minimum parking
rates, in a move to:
“enable urban space to be used for higher value purposes other than car parking, and remove a
significant cost for higher density developments. Developers may still choose to provide car
parking in many areas, but the number of car parks will be driven by market demand.”
Council has subsequently removed the historic parking minimums from the District Plan. Notwithstanding
this, and as anticipated by the NPS where a proposal is considered a discretionary activity, an assessment
of any associated parking demand impacts the development may have on the local transport network is
required. Accordingly, a demands-based assessment of the development’s forecast parking generation is
set out in detail, below.

6.3

Affordable Housing Parking Rates

It is noted that the nature of residential activity proposed here, with regard to its proximity to the Kilbirnie
town centre, higher density nature, Kainga Ora proprietorship and a high proportion of less mobile tenants,
will result in it generating a much lower parking demand than would exist for an equivalent number of
dwelling units within a more traditional lower density suburban setting.
Accordingly, analysis of parking data associated with existing Kainga Ora / affordable housing
developments around Wellington has been undertaken to determine both the rates of on-site parking
resource and the total parking demand generated at each of these established sites, as set out below.

6.3.1

Parking Provision at Affordable Housing Sites in Wellington

The supplied parking ratios for a series of other affordable housing sites around Wellington are summarised
in Table 6-1 below.
Table 6-1: On-site Parking Ratios at Affordable Housing sites in Wellington
Housing Development

No. of
Residential
Units

No. of Car Parks
provided On-site

Parking Ratio
(No. parks per unit)

Arlington Apartments, site 2 (Mt Cook)

52

16

0.31

Central Park Apartments (Mt Cook)

190

47

0.25

Newtown Park Apartments (Newtown)

205

58

0.28

Kotuku Apartments (Kilbirnie)

73

27

0.37

Proposal Site

80

31

0.39

Each of the development sites listed in the table above comprise a mix of studio, 1-bedroom, 2-bedroom
and 3-bedroom units, and are therefore considered to be representative of the residential activity
proposed here.
As illustrated, the established affordable housing sites around Wellington typically provide on-site parking
at a rate of around 0.3 spaces per unit.
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6.3.2

Parking Demand for Affordable Housing Sites in Wellington

In recognising that the on-site parking provision does not always represent actual parking demand
generated at the site, since some residents will instead make use of other parking opportunities nearby
(such as on-street kerbside provision), available data has been obtained for vehicle ownership rates for
those resident at the Central Park Apartments identified above. This data shows that, as can be expected,
vehicle ownership is slightly higher than the ratio of on-site parking provided, at 0.39 vehicles per dwelling.
Applying this to the development site’s proposed 80 units gives a forecast total parking demand for 31
residents vehicles. The proposed 31 on-site car parks match this representative demand.
With the development’s on-site car parking expected to be reserved for residents’ vehicles only, it is
appropriate to also consider any demand generated by potential visitors to the site who arrive by car. As
such, a parking occupancy survey of the kerbside spaces in the adjacent streets has been undertaken, to
establish the current availability of on-street parking surrounding the site.

6.4

On-street Parking Survey

A survey of the on-street parking availability within an approximately 150m radius of the site was
undertaken during June 2020 on a Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday, during school term time,
recording the parking occupancy trends (demand) during the morning (10am) and evening (8pm), so as
to capture the different user groups (i.e. residential, commuter and short stay). Within this radius, the survey
included a mixture of ‘all day’ and time restricted spaces, encompassing 82 car parks in total. The extent
of the survey area is shown within the detail of Figure 6-1.
Noting these detailed parking surveys were undertaken almost 12-months ago, supplementary surveys for a
weekday and Saturday have been undertaken in mid-May 2021, to provide fresh validation of current onstreet parking trends.
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Figure 6-1: Extent of Parking Occupancy Survey
The graph included at Figure 6-2 below provides a summary of the number of parked vehicles that were
observed during the survey for the “all day” parks (i.e. spaces with no time restrictions), as well as providing
an overall total observed parking occupancy across the study area.
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Figure 6-2: Measured Parking Occupancy 4
The survey illustrates the fluctuation in parking demand that occurs during the day/week, which is
characterised by the lower utilisation during the evenings and weekends when visitors to the proposal site
can be expected to be higher.
As shown, the peak demand during the survey was recorded during the Wednesday morning in May 2021,
when a total of 66 vehicles were occupying the kerbside parking resource, indicating a spare residual
capacity of some 16 spaces. For the weekend period, the busiest observed demand occurred during the
May 2021 Saturday 10am count, which coincided with sporting events within the adjacent Kilbirnie Park,
with a total of 62 vehicles occupying the nearby kerbside parking resource.
As shown, there is available capacity within the surrounding streets nearby to accommodate visitor
demand, which can reasonably be expected to amount to around 10 vehicles at any one time.

6.5

Assessment of Parking Effects

The forecast parking demand associated with the site’s 80 residential units, as derived from the vehicle
ownership data from similar established affordable housing development in Wellington, indicates an
expected demand for 31 vehicles. The provision of 31 on-site parking spaces as proposed satisfies this
forecast demand.
Notwithstanding this, the kerbside parking surveys undertaken within the streets surrounding the site
demonstrate a residual capacity of at least 16 parks during the busiest weekday morning period, and
greater number of spaces during the evenings and weekends when visitor demands are likely to be
highest. Such available capacity will adequately accommodate any associated visitor parking demand
generated at the site, without impacting materially on the current level of kerbside parking amenity in the
area.

4

It is noted that during the June 2020 Wednesday 10am survey the site’s southern carpark was closed, to enable
ground investigation works at the site. Accordingly, it can be reasonably expected that those residents’ vehicles that
would ordinarily park on-site were instead occupying kerbside parks nearby, meaning the actual residual capacity will
likely be higher than that recorded in the survey.
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6.6

Parking Layout

The on-site parking spaces provided have been designed to meet the dimension requirements and
minimum aisle widths prescribed by the District Plan and the AS/NZS2890.1.
Given the site’s expected higher proportion of less mobile residents, the on-site parking provision has been
designed to include a total of six accessible carparks, which will be marked out in accordance the industry
standard AS/NZS 2890.6 ‘Off-Street Parking for People with Disabilities’. The accessible car parks have been
positioned immediately adjacent to the site’s internal pedestrian routes, to negate the need for users to
cross the vehicle circulation aisles.
The carparking areas and vehicle circulation routes will be designed in the manner of a shared space, with
surface delineation being used on the vehicle access routes and within the manoeuvring areas adjacent
the parking bays to clearly communicate to drivers the likely presence of pedestrians.

6.7

Managing the Parking Provision

The on-site parking provision will be actively managed by Kainga Ora, and will involve residents of the
development applying for a ‘parking pass’ to enable them to utilise the on-site parking provision if they
own a vehicle.
Signage will be provided at the two site access driveways advising that on-site parking is restricted to
residents only.
In the event that parking demand at the site remains less than the provision, then opportunities to allocate
a number of on-site parks for visitor use will be explored, to ensure efficient utilisation of the resource is
achieved.
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7.

Servicing

Servicing requirements for residential developments are typically limited to refuse collection and
occasional household deliveries and removals.
The site has been designed to enable refuse trucks to access each of the on-site carparks, where the site’s
centralised refuse points are located. The second and third plans in Appendix A provide example tracking
paths for a refuse truck to access the respective on-site parking areas, turn around within the carpark
circulation area, and then exit the site in a forward direction.
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8.

Conclusion

A detailed assessment of the transport related effects of a proposed new residential redevelopment of the
site at 619-631 Evans Bay Parade has been undertaken, with due regard to the provisions and requirements
set out within the District Plan and relevant best practice.
Based on the assessment presented in this report, it is concluded that the transport related needs of the
proposed new 80 residential units can be accommodated at the site, and in the manner proposed, with
little adverse effects on the surrounding transport network.
An assessment of the development’s forecast parking demand has shown that the proposed on-site car
parking, along with the residual on-street parking capacity nearby, is sufficient to meet the forecast
resident and visitor demands. Furthermore, the site’s proximity and easy pedestrian access to the Kilbirnie
town centre’s amenities, and main bus stops located immediately adjacent to the site which provide
convenient access to high frequency bus services to/from Wellington and wider suburbs, supports the use
of sustainable transport modes over private vehicle transport.
From a vehicle access perspective, the proposed development retains the current site’s main driveway
arrangements, which provide for vehicle movements to/from the site to be achieved off the lower
trafficked section of Evans Bay Parade and its associated slip lane. The removal of six other established site
driveways along the site frontage will deliver commensurate benefits to the pedestrian amenity.
Overall, it is assessed that the proposed redevelopment of this affordable housing facility by Kainga Ora,
can be supported from a traffic engineering and transportation planning perspective.
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Appendices

Appendix A

Development Plans
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